Abstract: Although arrays of SIMD PEs can be built with very high operating frequencies, problems exist in keeping the array busy. The inherent mismatch between host and array makes it difficult to maintain high array utilization: either the rate of instruction issue is very low or PE data locality is compromised, having the same effect. Our solution is based on an array control unit (ACU) design that expands macroinstructions in two stages, first by data tile and then into microinstructions. The expansion itself solves the issue problem; decoupling the expansion modalities maintains data locality. Several issues involving host/ACU interaction need to be resolved to effect this solution. We present experimental results showing that our approach delivers substantial improvement in memory hierarchy performance: a cache of only one fourth the size is sufficient to achieve the same performance as previous approaches. We also describe our implementations which demonstrate that achieving gigaherz operating frequencies with current technologies is plausible.
Introduction
SIMD arrays retain their niche in vision (see CAMP '97 [34] and CAMP '00 [8] , e.g. [2, 5, 9, 10, 13, 15, 16, 27, 29] ) and graphics (e.g. the PixelFusion graphics engine [31] ). Especially promising are the prospects of SIMD arrays in systems-on-a-chip, particularly when based on SRAM cores [30] , fused with CMOS sensor arrays [26] , or implemented on platform FPGAs (see below). Other uses include network processors [11] , signal and image processing [33] , and bioinformatics [19] .
One reason is that SIMD arrays can be built with large numbers of processing elements (PEs) on a single chip to deliver tremendous per-cycle processing capability. Another reason is that it is straightforward to build PEs with very high operating frequencies: except for clock and instruction issue, all of the paths can be made very short.
And clock distribution and instruction issue can be optimized with the same methods that are used to distribute analogous signals in high-performance microprocessors (see, e.g. Bolotski [4] and Herbordt et al. [23] ).
The basic problem in constructing SIMD array-based systems is that, while PEs can be built to be very fast and while instruction issue and clock can keep up with the PEs, determining which instruction to issue next can be significantly more difficult. This is a consequence of the asymmetric, multithreaded nature of SIMD program execution: a host executes the serial (main) thread, including performing the scalar operations and determining program flow, while the array of PEs executes the parallel thread as determined by the host. Since the PEs have been relieved of the control and bookkeeping responsibilities, it is often the case that ten or more serial instructions are executed for every parallel instruction. This is one of the fundamental advantages of SIMD arrays. It also leads to a serious problem: Even with the high-speeds of modern microprocessors, this scenario could easily leave a PE array idle most of the time.
One improvement that has been used previously (e.g. by Gealow [18] ) is instruction expansion. Balance between host and array is achieved not by having the host send every PE instruction to the array, but rather, only having the host send macroinstructions. These macroinstructions are then expanded-by the array control unit (ACU) on the PE chip-to from several to several hundred PE instructions. The expansions themselves can be either stored in a microstore on the PE array chip, expanded on-the-fly, or a combination of the two.
This simple instruction expansion scheme, however, usually has a major negative consequence: Much of the locality within the PE array's data stream is lost. To explain how this occurs, we first describe how instruction expansion is possible in the first place. There are two factors, standard microcoding and tiling. The first is analogous to a microcoded uniprocessor: if a 32 bit add instruction is executed on a PE with an 8 bit ALU, then it must be expanded to at least 4 PE instructions. The second results from a mismatch between number of elements in a parallel variable (e.g. the number of pixels in an image) and the actual number of PEs in the array. This mismatch is often dealt with by mapping each element (e.g. pixel) to a virtual PE (or VPE). Each physical PE then emulates the appropriate number of VPEs [25] . Note that fine-grained arrays have more expansion due to the first factor and less due to the second than coarse-grained systems. In either case, expansions of a 1000-1 or more are common for current practical systems. Of this, at least 64-1 is due to tiling.
The locality problem follows from the need to emulate VPEs. Executing each macroinstruction in its entirety before continuing to the next macroinstruction (i.e., through all tiles) can multiply the size of the working set by up to the tiling factor. Since the working set is likely to be large even without VPE emulation (in bytes if not in number of images), the consequence is that PE data is unlikely to remain in the higher levels of PE memory (e.g. registers, on-chip SRAM, or cache) long enough to take advantage of the previous access. This effectively limits the latency of each PE instruction to the memory access time. Although such a bottleneck is undesirable in any system with a memory hierarchy, it is especially troublesome for an inherently pin-limited system such as a massively parallel array-on-a-chip.
In systems where the host generates and transfers all PE instructions directly to the PE array-that is, with no expansion-the loss-of-locality problem is avoided by executing PE instructions "within each tile" for as long as possible. Generally, this is until either inter-tile communication is necessary or a reduction hazard is reached; only then does execution begin of the instructions that operate on data in the next tile. This approach maximizes locality of data references, but sacrifices macroinstruction expansion on the PE chip.
What we describe in this article is an on-chip array control unit (ACU) that reconciles the apparently incompatible goals of enabling instruction issue at the PE operating frequency and maximizing PE data reference locality. The method is to preload entire "basic blocks" of macrocode onto the PE chip and then letting the array control unit (ACU) handle the expansion. The ACU sends PE instructions of the entire basic block for a single tile before doing the same for each succeeding tile. Locality is preserved because the execution thread remains within each tile for a significant time before that tile is "rolled out" and the next tile "rolled in."
In order to make on-chip basic block expansion work, various issues need to be addressed; their solutionstogether with the experimental results showing the benefit of this approach-provide a primary contribution of this work. One issue is dealing with the dynamic address computation required by on-the-fly expansion. Another is dealing with dynamic scalar variables which are needed by some PE instructions. The values of these scalar variables are often not known until they are computed by the host after the basic block has been sent to the ACU and just before the scalar is needed by the array.
The overall significance of this work is that it makes viable larger SIMD arrays that can work on larger problems than would otherwise be possible. It allows, without slowing down the PE array:
• applications with significant working sets to take advantage of PE memory hierarchy,
• the host to be on a separate chip from the PE array and ACU, and
• the existence of multiple PE/ACU chips in a SIMD array system. One problem not addressed here is, for multi-PE-chip systems, dealing with communication latency across chip boundaries. We will, however, briefly address this issue in the conclusion. In the following sections we describe, in turn: SIMD array architecture including memory hierarchy, VPE emulation and instruction expansion methods, implementation issues related to these methods, our own hardware implementations, experimental results comparing data locality of our approach with previous designs, and conclusions.
Architecture Review
Computer systems based on SIMD arrays are asymmetric, having a single host/controller and an array consisting of from a few hundred to a few hundred thousand PEs. The PEs execute synchronously code specified by the host. One consequence is that PEs do not have individual micro-sequencers or other control circuitry; rather their "CPUs" consist entirely of the datapath. Within this constraint, however, there are few limitations. The complexity of PE datapaths has ranged from the MGAP which did not have even a complete one-bit ALU [32] to the MasPar MP2 which contained a 32-bit datapath and extensive floating point support [3] .
Another consequence of SIMD control is on PE memory configurations: Each array instruction generally operates on the same registers and memory locations for each PE. It is therefore possible to model the memory hierarchy, including cache, as that of a serial processor.
1 For more on modeling PE memory hierarchies see [24, 1] .
Recently, technology has favored PE arrays based on memory chips. An especially promising approach has 1 An exception is for PE designs with a local indexing mode where registers can point to memory locations. There are usually restrictions on the indirect mode, however, so the serial model is often adequate for this case as well.
been taken by NEC with the IMAP [17] . One version is based on an SRAM chip where half of the memory has been removed and the freed-up space used for PEs. A later generation IMAP adds control circuitry for off-chip DRAM access [16] . The Semiconductor Industry Association Roadmap, together with a back-of the envelop calculation, yields a projection of possible per-chip capabilities of successive PE chips (see Table 1 ). Naturally there are many design alternatives for the later generation(s) with granularity being determined by application, available pins, etc.
For more on these design alternatives and their evaluation see [23] . The system model we have in mind is shown in Figure 1 . The host is a microprocessor (in our work, a standard PC) and the PE chips and memory are on a coprocessor card (e.g. on a PCI bus [12] ). There are some number of PE chips on the card, each with a copy of the Array Control Unit (ACU). PEs have their own memories on chip, which can be either software or hardware controlled cache. There is a great deal of flexibility in organizing off-chip memory; see [17] for one example. In the conclusion we briefly discuss the implications of systems where the host is on-chip as well. 
Instruction Expansion Definitions and Orderings
In this section we detail the types of expansion, their possible execution orderings, and qualitatively evaluate those orderings. We begin by describing how VPE emulation is carried out. VPE variables are mapped VPR elements per physical PE, where VPR refers to the VPE/PE ratio. We refer to a single physical slice of a VPE variable across the array of physical PEs as a tile. In Figure 2 , there are 16 tiles. The reverse mapping is also plausible; in this example the result would be each quadrant of the image being mapped to one PE. There can be large benefits for each mapping, depending on network support (see [20, 28] ), but this decision has little impact with respect to either instruction issue or reference locality, the two primary topics of this article. Of more concern is how the VPE variables are laid out in PE memory. There are again two possibilities as shown in Figure 3 . In (a), parallel variables are allocated contiguously, while in (b) VPR variable elements (tiles) are allocated contiguously. Which one yields better spatial locality depends on expansion order (described next). For each VPE instruction where there is no interaction among elements within a parallel variable-such as those for logic, arithmetic, and activity control-VPR physical instructions must be executed, one for each tile.
Emulating interacting VPE instructions such as feedback and communication is more complex and can sometimes add significant overhead [21] .
The best data reference locality is achieved when as many instructions as possible are executed for each tile before continuing to the next; this is because a change of tile is effectively a context switch. However, tiles must be swapped whenever feedback or communication instructions are encountered. This is because feedback instructions can cause control hazards in the host and because communication instructions almost always involve interaction of elements across tiles. Compilers (e.g. ICL [35, 7, 22] ) can schedule instructions to minimize tile swapping. We illustrate these ideas with a code example, beginning in a high-level data parallel language:
// A, B, C, D, and E are 256x256 images of 32-bit // integer pixels stored in the PE array. // a is a 32 bit scalar stored in the host. We will return to the tuple sequence later; for now we show the expansions for a single tuple: (+,A,7,C). We begin by assuming machine independence, i.e., we use the VPE array as a target and assume a VPE datapath similar to that of a standard 32-bit RISC machine. Let the 64K elements of A be assigned one per VPE and, within each VPE, to memory location 520. Let C be similarly assigned to 528. Compilation into an ordinary RISC machine assembly language yields the following VPE code. Note that these instructions belong to the array thread and so are broadcast to all VPEs. We call these VPE array assembly language instructions VPE macroinstructions.
R0 <--528 4.2 R1 <--R0 + 7 4.3 520 <--R1
We now begin the machine-dependent phase of compilation. Let us assume a VPR of 2 and that each VPE the PE is emulating (i.e., the tile) has been allocated 1000 bytes of memory for each physical PE. Variables A and C now occupy 2 words each in every PE's memory, one for each tile (i.e., 520/1520 and 528/1528). The following code shows one expansion; others are possible, but require more registers. We refer to this phase as VPE expansion and the instructions below as PE macroinstructions.
Now assume that the PEs have a 16-bit rather than 32-bit datapaths. Then the two registers must each have two accessible halves, e.g. R0 has R0 0 and R0 1, and the following code is generated. We have now finished the compilation and that these are the actual PE instructions. We refer to this final phase as ALU expansion. The final code is labeled with 4 indices, corresponding to the following transformations: (1) high-level language to tuple, (2) tuple to VPE macroinstruction, (3) VPE macroinstruction to PE macroinstruction, and (4) PE macroinstruction to PE instruction. The execution order, however, follows a different nesting; in particular (2) and (3) have been reversed. Other execution orderings are also possible: this decision process is identical to that of selecting the appropriate nesting order for, say, a matrix multiplication code, and has similarly critical importance both on data reference locality and on determining the appropriate hardware support. Also, it is possible to implement "blocking" analogous to that used in compiler optimization, e.g., when accounting for cache size or multiprocessing.
We now discuss qualitatively the various possible execution orderings. Details and experimental results are presented in the next sections. There are 24 possible index orderings, each corresponding to a permutation. Most, however, make little sense and are quickly eliminated.
1. VPE macro instructions (2) can be optimized across tuples (1) but since that is a standard compiler function we do not discuss it further here. However, a complete interchange of (1) and (2) 
Implementation Issues
We are left with two viable expansion orderings: VPE First and Tile First. We discuss these now with respect to (i) hardware support for instruction issue and expansion and (ii) reduction hazards. The latter are defined as control hazards where program flow is dependent on feedback from the array, usually through a reduction operation such as ANY or COUNT.
VPE Expansion First
The host sends the VPE macroinstructions to the array as they occur in the main thread. The ACU does both expansions. See Figure 4a . Instructions are generated from each VPE macroinstruction through incremental changes to the instruction fields as shown in the previous section. The advantages of VPE First are large expansion factor and simplicity: the ACU can easily generate the PE instructions with no loss in cycle time and with only a few extra pipeline stages. The disadvantage is that poor data locality is likely. Since the array executes all instructions as they occur in the host code, handling reduction hazards requires only waiting for array-host-array turn-around.
Tile Expansion First
The host handles the tiling expansion and sends only the PE macroinstructions to the array. The ACU does only the ALU expansion, (see Figure 4b ). While data locality is much improved, instruction issue is a now problem.
Historically, since ALU expansions were typically 16 to 32, this was just adequate to keep the array busy. Later, large issue buffers were used to deal with issue variance. These large buffers needed to be flushed on reduction hazards. Now-a-days, however, an ALU expansion of between 1 and 4 is more likely; not nearly enough to hide the host's instruction issue overhead.
Solution -The Basic Block method
The problem is therefore that neither ordering provides both viable instruction issue and reasonable data locality.
Our solution is to use the Tile First expansion but move much of the control to the ACU. We begin with some definitions. We use the compiler term basic block to refer to the sequences of PE instructions that can be executed within a tile before execution on a new tile must be initiated. We use the term ACU instruction to refer to directives by the host to the ACU, but not to the PEs. 
(ANY,temp,E) ANY(536) DONE
There are several things to note. One is that Tuple 3 has no corresponding macro instruction since it is executed entirely within the host. A second is that, although the scalars 10 and 7 are known before run time, the value of scalar a is not. Finally, the ACU needs to know that the basic block is finished so it can loop back or look for more work. See Figure 5 for a sketch.
The host begins program execution by downloading a fraction of the program's basic blocks into the ACU's macroinstruction memory. The host then executes its program. However, rather than broadcasting each PE instruction-or even each macroinstruction-as needed, it only needs to broadcast the appropriate directives.
These include:
• Configuration information, such as VPE memory allocation
• The address of the next basic block
• The run-time-computed scalars and addresses for insertion into the instruction stream
• Actions to be taken associated with the basic block, such as "execute 10 times," "look for next basic block," or "examine feedback result and execute one of the two following basic blocks depending on result."
The host thus executes the following code: when the entire basic block has been executed VPR times, the feedback value is put into its OUTFIFO. Finally, the ACU looks to the INFIFO for the next basic block. The ACU can also deal with reduction hazards directly;
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this is described below.
ACU Implementation
Functions and Components
A schematic of the hardware design is shown in Figure 6 . We are exploring several different implementations (see Section 5.2), but they all have the same basic characteristics. At the highest level, the system consists of a host PC which communicates via a PCI interface with the board containing the array. On the array board are some number of ACU/PE chips, additional DRAM for PE data, and a video interface. PEs are as described in [23] : they have some amount of on-chip SRAM and an interface to off-chip DRAM. The PE granularity and memory sizes are technology and application dependent.
The keys to implementing the ACU are that the operating frequency be comparable to that of the PEs and that a PE instruction be issued every cycle. Minimizing the length of the instruction issue pipeline is also a goal, but much less important than the first two. We now enumerate some functions required for ACU operation and the hardware units that carry them out.
1. Host sends basic blocks of macroinstructions to ACU. Done by PCI interface and SRAM arbiter.
2. Host sends and receives PE data. Done by PCI interface and DRAM arbiter. The hardware details are as follows. There is a program counter for macro instruction sequencing and a tile counter for determining when execution of the basic block is complete. We assume that the size of data allocated to each PE tile is a power of two. This allows address calculation of the PE data to proceed without addition as the tile number can be merged with the macro instruction data address to generate the correct data address for each tile. The Macroinstruction Fetch unit has a three stage pipeline, including writing to the Macroinstruction FIFO.
The Macroinstruction Expansion Unit also has a three stage pipeline including writing to the PE Instruction FIFO. Its functions include sequencing the expansion and merging the register file addresses.
Two more stages are needed by the execution controller and PE decoders yielding a maximum of eight stages between macro nstruction fetch and PE instruction issue to the PE array. Depending on instruction distribution timing characteristics of the PE array, additional stages may be required there as well. Finally, the PEs themselves have three stage pipelines.
Implementation Status
We have a large number of working PE designs which can be interchanged depending on the granularity required by the application [23] . There are also a number of computer vision applications written in the data parallel language ICL [22] . Host interface software has been developed [12] . Three implementations were examined, based, respectively, on (i) a Nallatech PCI board and plug-in module which together contain a PCI interface, 3 Xilinx FPGAs (2 Virtex 1000s and 1 Virtex 300, both with -4 speed grade), 4MB SRAM, and 4MB SDRAM, (ii) a Chip Express .35 micron gate array, and (iii) a .25 micron standard cell process from LSI Logic. The Nallatech-based implementation uses a commercial platform while the Chip Express and LSI Logic implementations are virtual prototypes (synthesis only). PEs are 8 bit with multiplier and 32 bytes of register file. In the Nallatech/Xilinx system, we use the Virtex 300 and the SRAM for the ACU and the 2 Virtex 1000s and the DRAM for the PE array. For the Chip Express system, we assume the CX3551 master slice. Timing and area results are in Table 2 .
Operating frequencies of roughly 50 MHz, 500 MHz, and 1 GHz are indicated. Note that these technologies represent the mainstream for the year 2000.
In interpreting these numbers, the following should be considered. First some arguments indicating that the numbers are too aggressive:
• For the virtual prototypes, synthesis output does not provide accurate timings for global signals such as clock and instruction distribution.
• Place-and-route and fabrication invariably lead to reduced frequencies.
Now some arguments indicating that these numbers are too conservative:
• Almost all of the signal paths are very short.
• Distribution of clock and instructions are well understood by experienced practitioners and the issues here are not significantly different than for microprocessors.
• Several years of advances in process technology indicate a more than doubling of operating frequency.
• The designs were not subject to industry-level optimization. 6 Impact on Memory Performance
SIMD Image Processing Program Characteristics
A more realistic view of SIMD array code For memory performance, the two critical application characteristics are the image size, from which the VPR immediately follows, and the distribution of reduction hazards and communications from which the basic block size follows.
Reduction hazards tend to be rare: where reduction hazards do occur, they are generally termination conditions of relaxation-based algorithms. Although this is an important paradigm, even here, reduction hazards rarely occur more often than once per 10's of thousands of PE instructions.
Communication, on the other hand, tends to be either frequent (occurring every few VPE macroinstructions) or rare (occurring less than every several hundred VPE macroinstructions). An application with the former characteristic is correlation-based stereo matching. An example of the latter is a focus-of-expansion computation. Some applications, e.g. a region-merging segmentation algorithm, run in phases between the two.
Since communication instructions generally include transfers among all tiles in a parallel variable, all preceding VPE instructions must be completed before they begin. For the same reason, communications must complete before the following instruction begins. We can therefore view each communication instruction as its own basic block.
Implications on working set size For large basic blocks, the working set size per physical PE approaches that of a single VPE. For small basic blocks, the working set size includes the working sets of all VPEs being emulated by the PE. VPE working sets being equal, instruction sequences with small basic blocks can result in working sets up to VPR times greater than sequences with large basic blocks. Also, the bigger the VPR, the bigger the basic blocks needed for the effect of the VPR on the working set size to diminish.
Where this has the potential to be a serious problem is in applications with frequent communication, especially if the images are large (resulting in large VPR). Fortunately, it appears to be almost universally the case that applications with frequent communications operate on very few images at a time. The paradigmatic highcommunication tasks are convolutions and correlations for matching: both operate on only a few images at a time.
The design of memory hierarchies for high-communication tasks reduces to satisfying a simple condition: provide enough on-chip memory to hold the images being correlated. Current technology makes satisfying this condition straightforward for all but the very largest images. In this last case, however, the best solution may be to process parts of the image separately.
Implications for instruction issue
The worst case for instruction issue is where the basic block size is one. Here, however, the Basic Block Method simply reduces to VPE First. As described above, VPE First does fine with instruction issue (its problem being reference locality).
Dealing with reductions in the ACU As with most programs, SIMD array codes are built on loops. A substantial difference with corresponding highlevel language codes is that each VPE macroinstruction generally replaces the two innermost loops (rows and columns). The remaining loops in the dataparallel code therefore have the characteristics of outer loops in sequential computations: they are executed relatively few times.
It is usual that basic blocks get used several times in close succession. However, it is rare that a basic block gets used iteratively: most often, two or more basic blocks are executed in a loop with communication being interspersed. As a consequence, the ACU support for iterative execution of basic blocks is rarely used. It would certainly not be very difficult to augment the ACU to execute a basic block stream. However, there does not seem to be a reason to do so at this time by the same reasoning as immediately above.
Results and Discussion
Hardware Model
• Number of boards -We assume a single board SIMD array; more are possible, but exacerbate communication difficulties.
• On-chip memory -We assume the upper bound of on-chip memory size to be half that of an SRAM chip (with the other half of the chip allocated to PE logic). In current technology this comes to 16Mb per PE chip, growing to four times that in the next two to three years. The low-end (e.g. in an FPGA-based system) could be substantially smaller.
• Off-chip memory -With current memory densities and our applications, having sufficient off-chip memory to hold all application data should not be an issue.
• Number of PE chips -Between 1 and 8 are reasonable for a standard sized PCI board.
• Number of PEs per chip -From our own results and those from NEC, 256 8-bit PEs per chip are viable using three-year-old technology. In the next two to three years, putting 512 PEs with 32-bit datapaths and floating point support on a chip should be possible.
• Size of cache per PE -From the previous, possible cache sizes per PE range from 128 bytes with a current FPGA-based design to 16KB for a projected standard-cell design.
• Total cache size -This is an important parameter for communication intensive applications. The range for standard cell designs is 2MB for a current single chip design to 64MB for a future eight chip system. This is enough to hold from 8 to 256 medium resolution images.
• Cache parameters -A previous study has shown the benefits of high associativity and small block sizes for PE caches [24] . We therefore assume an associativity of eight and a block size of four.
• 4. prewitt -A region-based edge-grouping line finder, based on the Burns algorithm [6] . Uses both a substantial number of integer operations and communications.
Results
We compare hit rates of VPE Expansion First (VEF) with Basic Blocks (BB). We vary application, VPR, and cache size. In the first series of graphs (Figure 7 ), we show BMAll for four different VPRs. In the second series (Figure 8 ), we show all four applications for a VPR of 64. In both cases, the per PE cache size ranges from 64 bytes to 8KB. The other hardware and software parameters are as described above. These results are representative of the several hundred thousand datapoints we have generated and whose detailed analysis will be the subject of a future study.
VPR captures the relationship between image size and array size: For example, a VPR of 64 represents an image size of 64K pixels and an array size of 1K PEs as well as an image size of 256K pixels and an array size of 4K PEs. Recall that the VPR also represents the maximum difference in working set size between VEF and BB.
The superiority of the basic blocks approach is clearly shown. In BMAll, cache must be roughly 4 times larger for VEF than BB to get good performance, i.e. a hit rate of over 90%. Also, BB approaches that performance more rapidly than VEF: BB achieves a 70% to 80% hit rate with very small caches even for large VPR, while VEF performance declines precipitously with a slight reduction in cache size.
In the second figure, we see the effects of application differences. BMAll and Prewitt are both comparatively long codes with a number of different phases and a large variation in basic block sizes. Therefore, Prewitt and
BMall both see a gradual increase in working set for both expansion methods, but with a more rapid increase for BB. Spiral3, although similarly computationally intensive to the other applications, is a very simple code with very small basic blocks. This explains the sharply defined working set and the simple tracking of performance of VEF and BB. We also see that this is an example of an effect described earlier: that applications with very frequent communication also tend to have small working sets. Motion256 on the other hand, has almost no communication,
and therefore very large basic blocks, as well as the largest working set of the applications studied here. A 1K per PE cache is sufficient to achieve a 93% hit rate for BB, but even an 8KB cache is not enough to reach 90% for VEF. 
Conclusion
We have described the problems involved in instruction selection and issue for SIMD processor chips. Our solution involves preloading basic blocks of VPE macroinstructions and expanding them in two stages: by tile and by microcode. In this way we are able to keep up with high speed PEs and also maintain the locality in the PE array data stream. We have tested this approach on a number of image understanding applications using the ENPASSANT environment. We found that the basic block approach was superior in two ways. The first is that the cache size required to achieve a 90% hit rate is roughly four times smaller than was required in previous approaches. The other is that the performance degradation is more graceful as working set size increases: therefore, the performance is much more likely to be tolerable when the application is partially memory bound.
Another result is in characterizing the applications themselves and in the recommendation derived for on-chip memory size. All of the applications have good performance with 32 bytes of on-chip memory per VPE (when using the basic block method). Therefore, for 8 bit pixels and this application set, an on-chip memory 32 times the image size is reasonable. We find this to be a very interesting result since it points to on-chip memory of from 2MB to 32MB. This is not only well within range of SRAM-based ASICs, but also is approached by that available in the current generation of high-end FPGAs, such as the Xilinx XC2VP100 [37] . Particularly significant is that these results are for production codes, not kernels, and that the code is not hand-crafted assembly language, but compiled with only automatic optimization from a high-level language.
Our solution does not lose effectiveness when applied to multiple ACU/PE chips: the ACU is simply replicated along with each PE chip. As interPE communication is more likely to become a bottleneck in these designs, many recent arrays have been one dimensional. Other solutions involve asynchronous transfers and other latency hiding techniques well known in multiprocessors.
